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Abstract—There exists a strong correlation between efficient project management and competitive advantage for organizations. Therefore, organizations are striving to standardize and assess the rigor of their project management processes and capabilities i.e. project management maturity. Researchers and standardization organizations have developed several project management maturity models (PMMMs) to assess project management maturity of the organizations. This study presents a critical evaluation of some of the leading PMMMs against OPM3® in a multitude of ways to look at which PMMM is the most comprehensive model - which could assess most aspects of organizations and also help the organizations in gaining competitive advantage over competitors. After a detailed morphological analysis of the models, it is concluded that OPM3® is the most promising maturity model that can really provide a competitive advantage to the organizations due to its unique approach of assessment and improvement strategies.
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I. INTRODUCTION

For any organization, gaining competitive advantage (CA) and lucrative profits go side by side because only competitive advantage can assure long term existence of the organization. Therefore, organizations always remain in pursuit of gaining CA through various means including, but not limited to, financial investments, launching novel products and services, aggressive marketing campaigns etc. Although these initiatives look mutually exclusive but in fact, these are not – because all of these are carried out through initiating projects. Projects make it possible to integrate and manage efforts of activities spawning throughout the organization or departments. Put it the other way around, projects must be successful if the organization wants to gain a CA over their competitors. Role of successful completion of projects in maintaining CA for the organizations has been studied and correlated in many studies, case studies and reports [1], [2], to mention a few. Due to this reason, discipline of project management is gaining a wide acceptance throughout the world and universities are offering graduate degrees in project management. Many standardization organizations such as Project Management Institute (PMI), Office of Government Commerce (OGC), Australian Institute of Project Management (AIPM) etc., have developed project management capability assessment certifications for individuals and for the whole organizations. Recognizing the strategic importance of efficient management of projects, more and more individuals and organizations [3] are turning to get themselves certified i.e. having their project management processes assessed and improved.

Although there are many certifications available for individuals and organizations, the most widely known being; Project Management Professional (PMP®), Program Management Professional (PgMP®) are for the individuals; and Organizational Project Management Maturity Model (OPM3®), Project in Controlled Environments (PRINCE2®) are for the organizations. In this paper, we are interested in evaluating, morphologically, the renowned project management maturity models against OPM3® to find out which maturity model caters for most of the needs of organizations.

II. PROJECT MANAGEMENT MATURITY (PMM) AND COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE (CA)

Before delving ourselves into the discussion and evaluation of PMMMs, let us first discuss strategic importance of PMM and CA. Project management maturity, as defined by PMI is, “the degree to which any organization practices organizational project management [2]”.

The premise is that since successful completion of projects plays a decisive role in maintaining CA for the organizations, so improvement of project management practices i.e. project management maturity, will too. A number of researchers [4-6] conducted studies to examine the benefits which organizations can harness by adopting PMMMs. Some of the important benefits mature organizations can have are:
1. they can manage all the projects undertaken by an organization effectively [6],
2. they can improve continually the performance of all the projects undertaken by them [4],
3. the creation of an organization-wide ability for managing projects based on standard, defined project management
processes that can be tailored to meet the specific needs of individual projects [2], [7] and,

4. “Enablement of the organization to advance its strategic goals through the application of project management principles and practices. In other words it bridges the gap between strategy and individual projects” [2], [8], [9].

Ibbs and Reginato [8] noted in their interesting study that as an organization grows in project management maturity, it obtains a better project management performance at a lower cost – which in turn, can provide competitive advantage to the organizations in the long term. Although some researchers have criticized the relationship of adopting PMMMs and gaining competitive advantage but their claim is weakened by the existence of numerous case studies depicting the gains achieved by the adopting PMMMs, such as OPM3®.

III. PROJECT MANAGEMENT MATURITY MODELS (PMMMS)
Organizations invest massive amounts for the assessment and improvement of their project management processes, therefore, they need to know in advance which framework to follow which could not only benefit them in terms of improvement of their processes, but also be financially viable. This assessment and improvement is performed through some conceptual frameworks called, project management maturity models (PMMMs). Broadly speaking, there exist two categories of PMMMs in terms of the way they deal with maturity – one which assume staged-representation of maturity and the ones which assume non-staged-representation of maturity (including OPM3®). PMMMs which follow a staged-representation of maturity are based on the philosophy of incremental maturity as purported by Watts Humphrey [10], [11] and hence, is the basis of Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMI) as well. CMMI and its concept of incremental maturity received a wide acceptance among academicians and organizations, that is why most of the maturity models today follow this structure and, in fact, inherit nearly all of the traits of CMMI in one way or the other – OPM3 and some other models being the exception.

Maturity models (MMs) are being used not only in project management but also in many disciplines, such as:

- Software development [14, 15]
- Quality management [12, 13]
- Supplier relationships [16]
- R&D effectiveness [17, 18]
- Product development [19]
- Collaboration [20]
- Product reliability [21, 22]
- Project management [2, 7, 23-33]
- People capability maturity model [34]
- Business development maturity model [35]

Whatever the application of maturity model is in any discipline, they are primarily used as a means of assessing and improving the product or service development process [36]. Moreover, they share one common characteristic – all of these specify some key performance areas (KPAs) or key performance indicators (KPIs). In this study we are interested only in the project management maturity models therefore we will not be discussing maturity models for all of the above listed disciplines. Table I below depicts some known PMMMs according to their structure briefly.

The main reason for presenting the Table I is to contrast the structure of OPM3® with other known PMMMs. As all of the renowned PMMMs are based on CMM, so it is more appropriate and logical to contrast OPM3® with CMM instead of comparing all the PMMMs to OPM3® – as it will reduce the complexity of the text, comparison and time of the readers. Let us now discuss in detail the logic followed by and behind the structure of PMMMs and its application to the organizational needs.

As mentioned earlier that all of the above listed models are based on CMMI – as they follow a staged-representation of maturity, have a definite number of KPIs/KPAs – the logic proposed by CMM, and they can assess only project management capability of the organization i.e. are not multidimensional. The staged structure of the CMM is actually based on principles of product quality developed and proposed in the 1930s by Walter Shewart [14, 37]. These principles were developed for the improvement and monitoring of quality of industrial products and not for the services or processes; although later on these were extended to services industries as well but still their base is industrial products. Ironically, application of industrial products quality improvement processes to the project management processes cannot guarantee the success of projects. Moreover, a ladder model might be too rigid as it restricts the differentiation required in describing the needed competencies in handling the specific project management processes of the organizations [38].

Secondly, CMM was developed with the joint efforts of Watts Humphrey and his colleagues [39, 40] based on their experiences at IBM – where they exercised concepts of total quality management (TQM) for the manufacturing processes. Humphrey and his colleagues tailored the concepts of TQM in favor of software development processes. Their try to fit manufacturing quality management processes to the software development processes worked and, in fact, it proved successful in managing and assessing software development processes only, but not to the software project management processes that efficiently as any specialized PMMM can; the reason being that managing a project is much more integrated (multidimensional) in nature than only software development alone. Hence, any model that does not caters for the integrated nature of project management cannot fulfill ever changing organizational needs.

Thirdly, CMM and all the renowned PMMs are not based on any widely accepted theoretical base or body of knowledge of project management. This deficiency makes them even more controversial of being an acclaimed standard for project management maturity assessment.
In contrast, OPM3 is based on a widely accepted project management body of knowledge (PMBOK), program management and portfolio management – which assures that it has a solid underlying theoretical base capable to assess organizational maturity at any level.

Secondly, OPM3 is the only PMMM that is multidimensional i.e. it can assess project, program and portfolio management maturity of any organization. The basic logic of making of OPM3 multidimensional is that when the organizations views and begins to perform its work as multiple projects, it begins to understand project management as a holistic system that spans the whole enterprise therefore in OPM3®, organizations can address the project management domain, the program management domain, the portfolio management domain - either one or many domains, any combination of these - whatever suits the needs and capacity of the organization. This approach had never been taken before in a maturity model. This unique structure made OPM3® scalable and flexible, hence, applicable to most of the organizations most of the time - the hallmark of PMI standards.

Thirdly, OPM3 does not have a definite number of KPIs/KPAs. This makes it flexible and scalable for the organizations which wish to assess and improve only a subset of their processes.

Finally, OPM3 does not follow the orthodox notion of staged-representation of maturity rather, in OPM3® the progression of increasing maturity consists of several dimensions, or different ways of looking at an organization’s maturity. One dimension involves viewing BPs in terms of their association with the progressive stages of process improvement—from Standardize to Measure to Control and, ultimately, to Continuously Improve. While, another dimension involves the progression of BPs associated with each of the domains, first addressing Project Management, then Program Management, and finally, Portfolio Management. Each of these progressions is a continuum along which most organizations aspire to advance [2].

IV. CONCLUSION

Today successful completion of projects has become a source of competitive advantage for the organizations. Therefore, more and more organizations are concerned with assessing and improving their project management processes. To achieve this objective, organizations need project management maturity assessment models in commensuration to the additional information of which PMMM will assure to help them for achieving competitive advantage. In this paper we have tried to answer this question by contrasting the contemporary PMMMs with OPM3. As nearly all the contemporary PMMMs are based on capability maturity model (CMM), therefore instead of contrasting all the models with OPM3, we contrasted various morphological traits of CMM with OPM3 to determine which of them is better at predicting successful completion of projects, and, provide competitive advantage to the organizations. After analyzing both of the models, it was found that although CMM was developed earlier but, due to its unique structure OPM3 is the most promising maturity model for any organization undertaking projects to gain competitive advantage.
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